
We assist from vision to design and planning, to product 
specification through pricing and acquisition, to installation, 
implementation, documentation and project management, 
to post-project support for you and/or your users. This 
allows you to have one consistent team to work with that 
understands your environment, your people, how you work 
and your history, which means you don’t have to waste time 
educating us.

1 We Have The Unique Ability To Address Your IT 
Needs – From Vision Through Long-Term Support. 

We have a team of engineers on staff with diverse, 
specialized areas of expertise who work together to deliver 
the most effective and correct solutions customized to you. 
As a client, you are assigned to one of these teams. That 
means you’ll always be able to get someone on the phone 
who knows YOU and understands YOUR environment and 
YOUR systems to provide helpful answers and quick problem 
resolutions.

2 We Have A Team Of Certified Experts.

Having an advanced level of partnership with key vendors 
(Microsoft, Google, Cisco, Kaspersky, 3CX and more) allows 
us access to special pre- and post-project assistance support 
levels that most “partners” do not have. We are able to 
provide the right solutions, priced right and validated by the 
vendor, so if any issues come up, we can get them resolved 
quickly and effectively.

3 We Use Our Vendor Relationships To YOUR 
Advantage. 

Our philosophy is – and always has been – to offer what’s 
BEST for the customer, not us. That’s how we keep many 
clients long-term. We’ll base our recommendations on what 
YOU want and what YOU feel most comfortable with. Our 
job is to lay out your options, educate you on the pros and 
cons of each and guide you to the best, most cost-effective 
solution for you.

4 We Support Both On-Premise And 
Cloud Solutions. 

When you hire us to complete a project for you, we won’t 
nickel-and-dime you with unforeseen or unexpected charges 
or delays. We guarantee to deliver precisely what we 
promised to deliver, on time and on budget. We can offer 
our agreements on a fixed-fee basis so you know exactly 
what you are paying for, not a penny more.

5 All Projects Are Completed As Agreed On 
And On Budget. 

We understand your incredibly busy with tight work 
schedule and WHY it’s critical to remove obstacles, 
frustrations and technical problems to keep you productive. 
We understand your desire to eliminate waste, extra steps, 
work-arounds and manual labor. Our technical support 
available 24/7/365 will proactively manage your network to 
identify issues and address them BEFORE they become 
problems, rather than putting out fires.

7 We SPECIALIZE In Working With Fast-
Growing Companies. 

We provide our clients with a variety of managed support 
options, ranging from back-end maintenance and 
monitoring for issues, to user help-desk support with 
ticketing, to strategy and budget and asset/license life-cycle 
management. We have successfully provided these services 
over the years and can create a solution specifically for you 
and your team. 

6 We Have Flexible, Tailored-To-Your-Needs 
Support Options for you.
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CLIENT BILL OF RIGHTS
We are committed to providing our clients the absolute best IT services and support possible. To 
that end, we pledge to deliver the following rights to all our clients, and would suggest you 
DEMAND this same level of service, honesty and integrity from us at any given moment in time.
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A large part of our business comes from referrals from happy, satisfied clients. We want you to 
recommend us, and we know that will only happen if you are thrilled with our service. That is 
why we work so hard to go above and beyond the call of duty. The establishment of our Client 
Bill of Rights, along with our continual and substantial investment in people, processes and 

technology, clearly demonstrates our commitment to our clients.

You have a right to expect exceptional services from 
friendly people who appreciate you as a client. We 
pledge to always treat you and your team with the 
utmost level of courtesy, professionalism and respect 
at all times.

You have a right to expect us to lead the way in 
looking for new and innovative technologies to 
improve your profitability and productivity, and to 
protect your business assets. We pledge to stay on 
the cutting edge of unified communications, cloud 
technologies, cybersecurity and office productivity 
tools so you are always presented with the 
best-in-class options.

You have a right to individual attention and to know 
who is touching your computer network and data. 
We pledge to never outsource your support to a 
third-party company. You will always have a 
dedicated account manager and support team who 
know you, your company and your preferences.

You have a right to receive accurate invoices. 
We pledge to always deliver on time and on budget, 
and never surprise you with hidden fees, extras and 
overages that you have not agreed to.

You have a right to get answers to your questions and 
concerns in PLAIN ENGLISH. We pledge to never use 
“geek speak” or talk down to our clients regarding an 
IT-related topic.

You have a right to know the status of your account 
and support requests, no matter what time of day 
or night through our clients’ portal. We pledge to 
provide secure access to status reports 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, and to communicate the 
progress of resolving any issue. You will never have 
to manage us or remind us of promises we’ve made.

You have a right to understand every aspect of your 
IT assets. We pledge to provide full and complete 
documentation of all hardware and software assets, 
data and systems, as well as complete password 
control, so you never feel as though you are “held 
hostage” by your IT company.

You have a right to expect fast response and 
resolution on any IT-related problem you are 
experiencing. We pledge to respond to your request 
for help within 15 minutes or less during the 
business hours. We also pledge to show up to our 
scheduled appointments on time, and to give you as 
much advance notice as possible when we cannot 
be there as promised due to a circumstance beyond 
our control.
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WHY YOU SHOULD  SUBSCRIBE
TO OUR MANAGED I.T. SERVICE

You get all your IT needs just 
handled! No need to run around 
shopping for them individually.

PEACE OF MIND!

01

Loss of data, downtime, slowness and other IT 
emergencies can lead to expensive disasters- your
clients too will ultimately have a poor experience. You 
do not have to worry about this.

DRASTICALLY
REDUCES DOWN TIME

02

Far cheaper than building your own 
IT department plus the whole 
infrastructure involved.

SAVES YOU MONEY!

03

Get to “rent” the experience and 
expertise of multi- skilled IT specialists 
without having to “employ” all of them.

WIDER SKILL SET

04

Zero emergencies and problems 
means you can reliably continue with 
your business productivity
with zero interruptions.

BETTER PLANNING

05

MANAGED
I.T. SERVICES
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Frequently Asked Questions 
About Managed Services

What is a managed services model?

This is a model that allows us to cater for your  IT 
infrastructure and/or end-user systems. In other 
words, we handle all aspects of your IT needs so 
as to ensure you focus on your business growth.

How do you know what 
will work for me?
After understanding your business needs, we’ll 
suggest best practice ideas for responding to 
issues. However, all our clients are given the 
autonomy to dictate exactly what they expect 
from their computer systems. The SLAs simply 
enforce them! We are big believers in service level 
agreements. We know how important it is to 
transparently communicate expectations.

How much is it going to cost me to 
get your managed service solution?

We know that every businesses' needs are 
completely different from the next, so we offer 
100% custom packages for any business size or 
budget.  

Do you REALLY guarantee 
this will work?

Absolutely! We have had many clients  generate  
results and we are very confident  in  our  
methodology,  which have been tried and tested 
as by the clients’ testimonials.

Does this model work for startups?
Absolutely!   You have two choices: You  can  
either  spend  a  lot  of  time   and  money  using the 
break fix model of solving your IT problems, which 
has proved to be expensive and ultimately 
unreliable, OR  you can get all your IT needs taken 
care of by us and  have  the easiest, efficient, and  
least  expensive  ways  to get your business 
running.

Will I have to worry about surprise 
bills not on our initial plan?
Under our monthly maintenance plan, you can 
budget for IT costs the same way you budget for 
salaries or rent - with no surprises. And our 
service agreements are precise and easy to 
understand; you’ll know exactly what you’re 
paying for and what you can expect – no “ifs” or 
hidden fees. We GUARANTEE to provide you with 
the most cost-effective solution to your problem. 
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When your computer goes down in the middle of a busy day, you need it fixed immediately so your employees aren’t 
sitting around taking a coffee break waiting for their computers to come back online. We put in writing that we 
guarantee 2 hours response time for our customers. We also offer remote monitoring 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to 
prevent problems before they interfere with your business. 

Quick Response

We are big enough to handle any I.T. needs and small enough to still provide you with the individual attention you 
deserve. Whether it’s building a new network from the ground up or helping you figure out why you are getting error 
messages when you open a document, you can count on us to help. As a client, you will have a dedicated senior 
technician and a team of back-up support technicians to ensure you get the highest level of support. 

Our “geeks” have personalities. They won’t try to keep you in the dark or dazzle you with acronyms. We will answer 
every question you have in plain english and make sure you understand what options you have available so you can 
make decisions based on your priorities and budget - not just because we say so.

No Geek Speak

Our technicians understand that every industry has special needs. There is no need to bring us “ up to speed” on how 
your systems and all the things integrated with it on your network work together. We understand the workflow and 
how important it is to keep your office running efficiently.

We promise to provide you with the most cost effective solutions to your problems. We truly understand the 
importance of keeping overhead cost to a minimum. That is why I require that all our technicians are trained to find the 
least expensive solutions to your problem without sacrificing quality. We never charge clients for expensive upgrades, 
hardware and solutions that aren’t 100% necessary. 

Cost

Unlike other I.T. support companies that give you an estimate with an hourly rate for unexpected circumstances, we 
will give you one flat rate for a project and guarantee to deliver your solutions without charging  a penny more. This 
gives you peace of mind knowing you wont end up with a bill 2 or 3 times more than you anticipated, or getting hit with 
hidden charges or extra hours. 

Flat Rate Pricing

We schedule system upgrades and fixes after normal business hours or on weekends to save you thousands of dollars 
in lost productivity. System upgrades, fixes and installations can bring down the  computer network for several hours. 
For your convenience, we  will schedule our technicians to perform work after hours so there is minimal interruption 
to your normal business activities. 

No Extra Charges

We believe that security and backup/disaster recovery are the most important things we can do  for our customers to 
literally protect your business. Viruses that destroy data and compromise information can cost businesses thousands 
of dollars in fines. We make sure that your data and network is hardened to help prevent breaches and your data is 
securely backed up and monitored - in fact we insist upon it.

Security

We are the only Managed I.T. Service Providers that offer no-risk , no hassle services. Hire us to come on site and put 
an end to your most challenging computer problems. 

Guaranteed Support 

We Get It

We will solve your problems right the first time. We take extra steps up front to make sure we thoroughly understand 
the problem, and create a well thought out approach for solving it. This enables us to avoid mistakes and overlooked 
issues that delay the completion of your projects and cost extra in billable hours. 

Zero Errors
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Top 10 Reasons Why You Should Hire Crystal Technologies 
Limited  For Your I.T. Support Needs. 

Flexibility



Having worked with Crystal Technologies Limited for a couple of years, I have confidence that they know 
what they are doing and will get it done right. The attention to detail the Crystal Tech team gives to our needs 
is extremely helpful. They understand our business security goals and are always helping us to achieve  and 
meet them with the required standards. Their technicians are experienced thus they always understand the 
assignment and go over and beyond to deliver above our expectations. They take the time to assist and 
educate and advise us as we go. We have never received this level of attention from any IT company.

Toyota Kenya 

 Justice Andiwo

Mohamed Yarro

Amin Mohamed

Zeyruq Ahmey

George Minda

Abdul Abdullahi

Throughout the years we have worked with Crystal Technologies Limited, we truly couldn't be happier. Their 
level of professionalism, expertise, and speedy response/resolution to requests is always beyond 
outstanding. As times and technology have changed, they have helped us grow and adapt to ensure that our 
organization can better serve our customers. They are always proactive, looking out for small issues and 
handling them first hand before they turn into big problems. Crystal Technologies have done a stupendous job 
as our I.T watchguard, keeping an eye on our systems to make sure they are up to date and running 
seamlessly, all our data is backed up, our network and workstations are protected. To us, Crystal Tech has 
been much more than a service provider - they have been partners.

CPD - Center For Peace and Developments Somalia

Crystal Technologies Limited provides excellent IT support and services. When we onboarded on their 
Managed Services plan,  they reviewed our entire IT infrastructure, made recommendations, deployed 
resources and ensured we were running in top shape. From backup to security, to communications to 
network, they came in and transformed our entire I.T. which in turn improved our wor efficiency, and 
tremendously reduced our operational cost. I can not fail to mention the peace of mind that comes with 
outsourcing Crystal Technologies as our I.T. partners. They literally handle every bit of our I.T. from the 
simplest thing to the most complex aspect. We are glad we made the decision to work with them.

Transtec

I highly recommend Crystal Technologies Limited! I have a sense of relief now because I know that I have 
professionals I can trust taking care of our I.T. concerns. What sets them apart is how they take their time to 
know their customers personally and professionally in order to learn who they are. They then provide 
personalized I.T. solutions  to best fit the customer’s needs. Choosing Crystal Technologies Limited was a 
blessing. 

Copia

Crystal Technologies Limited as our IT management team gives us a peace of mind knowing they have our 
back. Their I.T. services are invaluable, providing us with the newest security updates, scheduling and 
monitoring our backups, managing our communication systems and supporting our network.  It’s a no 
brainer! Since we deal with a lot of data, security is crucial. I trust Crystal Technologies Limited to protect us.

Maz International

Crystal Technologies Limited really takes good care of us and makes us feel like we are their only client. They 
are a trusted partner for Reliable Foods & Logistics. They help us manage all aspects of our network, 
communication lines, security, backups and just about anything else that comes up with our business. Crystal 
Technologies Limited is a valuable resource to discuss our ideas and the future plans for our I.T. We have 
benefited greatly from utilizing their unique umbrella of services.

Reliable Foods & Logistics 
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